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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED  104-10076-10284
SECRET

HAMB INFO DIR FROM CITE WAVE 6812

NYXIS PER UMEM ZWAGON CASAILOR

REF A. HAMB 4028 (IN 76771)

B. WAVE 8468 (IN 72903)

C. HAMB 3646 (IN 06247)

1. AS OUTLINED PARA 2 REF B, WAVE WILL WRITE IDEN A REF C, PROVIDE GUIDANCE AND INSTRUCTIONS. WAVE WILL ACCEPT FULL RESPONSIBILITY CASE AND KEEP HAMBURG INFORMED.

2. WOULD LIKE HAMB QUERY CASAILOR-34 RE IDEN A REF C IF AND WHEN HAMB HAS OPPORTUNITY CONTACT CASAILOR-34 AGAIN. TO SPELL OUT SPECIFICITY, WOULD LIKE HAVE DETAILED ACCOUNT OF RECRUITMENT. WHAT REACTION WAS IDEN A REF C, WHAT HIS ATTITUDE IS, ANYONE ELSE WHO MAY BE INVOLVED SINCE MOST CUBANS PREFER NOT WORK AS SINGLETONS, POSSIBLE OTHER LEADS, SPECIAL SUGGESTIONS OR WISHES HE MAY HAVE. IN SHORT WOULD LIKE DETAILED REPORT WHICH FEEL NECESSARY WHEN DEBRIEFING AGENT ON RECRUITMENT MADE DENIED AREA. BELIEVE NOT NECESSARY HAVE CASAILOR-34 RECONTACT IDEN A REF C.

3. WAVE WILL ASSIGN CRYPT IDEN A REF C WHEN ADDITIONAL BIO DATA AND POA OBTAINED.

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: NOW THAT IDEN A OF REF HAMB 3646 (IN 06247) HAS BEEN WRITTEN OUT, ASSUME WAVE WILL TAKE OVER CASE AND HANDLE ALL ASPECTS SW COMM, RQM, AND REPORTS.